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Continue inside to see the
journey you'll be taking ...

It's the last year before high

school. Time to use English

Language Arts to find your

voice. 

you

Judge by what you have learned.
Judge by how you have grown.
Never judge by grades. 

will need to bring an open
mind, a willingness to be
bold and daring, to take
chances, to have a spirit of
teamwork, to  ask questions
and listen to other voices, to
express yourself verbally
and in writing, to explore
beyond your bubble, to
never obsess about grades,
to tap into your greatest
talents, to  solve problems
for which you might never
 find solutions, to face
failure head-on, and see
yourself in a new light.



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

As you begin a journey
of finding your voice,
you will interview a
classmate and write a
blog profile at kidblog.
org.   Along the way,
you'll expand your
descriptive vocabulary.
You will also be
putting your
interpersonal skills to
the test and
challenging your
assumptions  about
who you are as a
reader. 

You will have
begun to learn how
to enhance your
ability to have a
meaningful
conversation,
shape newly-
acquired
information using
a natural writing
voice, and publish
for a broad
audience.

USES
INQUIRY

From the state standards:

The essential question:

SPEAKS &
LISTENS

USES
DESCRIPTIVE
VOCABULARY

WRITES FOR
A PURPOSE

EDITS &
REVISES

PROVIDES
PEER

FEEDBACK

Unit 1: Am
I asking
the right

questions?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

You will use digital
tools  to tell the story of
who YOU are  - blog,
podcast,  and visuals -
to model effective
techniques that will be
useful  as you begin
building a positive
online presence . You
will study how your
digital impression may
impact your future. -
i..e., college and
employment.

You will build
techniques for
structured writing,
continue to expand
your vocabulary,
develop an
introspective - and
retrospective -
sense of self, while
also fine-tuning
your grammar
skills and creating
your first podcast!

From the state standards:

The essential question:

WRITE
NARRATIVE

USE
SPECIALIZED
VOCABULARY

PEER EDIT
AND REVISE

ENHANCE
PUNCTUATION

SKILLS

Unit 2: How
do I use my

voice to
create an
engaging

digital
footprint?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

We shift to reading
and will analyze short
fiction , building upon
prior knowledge to
focus on deeper
universal ideas  while
studying how the
writer's craft impacts
our perception of the
text. Expect a heavy
dose of open-ended,
discussion-style
questions  that will go
deep beneath the
surface of the texts.

That you can find
relevance to your
life - and today's
world - even in
stories written
generations ago.
Stories are so much
more than plot and
character - they
speak to the very
heart and soul of
who we are as
humans. 

From the state standards:

The essential question:

MAKE
PERSONAL

CONNECTIONS

DEVELOP
UNIVERSAL

THEMES

PROVIDE
SUPPORT

FOR
ANSWERS

EXPLORE
WRITERS
PURPOSE

Unit 3: How
do literary

themes allow
me to better
understand

humans?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

We will read
powerful 20th-
century novels
-  Fahrenheit 451 ,   The
Alchemist, or Unwind,
perhaps  -  
and look at how these
works remain
relevant today, with 
compelling and stark
messages about
humanity - the best
and worst in us .
Extending from the
previous unit, we will
also examine  writer's
techniques and make
contemporary
connections. using a
collaborative format.

To never look at a
novel the same
way again. You
will gain a strong
understanding
about truth and
perception as you
see that a novel's
greatest talent is to
shine a light on
humanity. Craft
learned here may
also prove helpful
for Unit 5.

From the state standards:

The essential question:

EXPLORE
COMPLEX

TEXTS

UNDERSTAND
WRITER'S

TECHNIQUE

ENGAGE IN
VIBRANT

DISCUSSION

ANALYZE 
WITH

RHETORIC

Unit 4: How
do I gain

insight into
today's world

by reading
novels?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

We will examine the
literary elements that
bring   poems to life and
create a non-literal,
artistic interpretation
of life's most enduring
concepts.  You will
work collaboratively
to choose poets, styles,
and themes  to  analyze
a collection of work 
called the "Soul of
Poetry." Afterward,
you will craft a short
poem of your own. 

That poetry offers
an exciting
alternative to
expression and
that, for all its
complex and often
confounding
elements, poetry
represents a chance
for us to speak in a
unique voice, not
limited by the
constraints of
typical prose.

From the state standards:

The essential question:

ANALYZE
FIGURATIVE
LANGUAGE

MAKE
PERSONAL

CONNECTIONS

ENRICH
LITERARY

VOCABULARY

CREATE &
PUBLISH
WRITING

Unit 5: How
can I better
appreciate
poetry and

find
relevance to

my life?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

We  will examine
William Shakespeare's
historical impact,
and  impact upon
language and
 storytelling. We will 
read from his plays and
compare against filmed
versions.  At times,
students will choose to 
act out key moments..
Students will also be
crafting a  reflective 
essay on literature
during this time.

That the rich
offerings of
literature - short
stories, novels,
poetry, and plays -
lift us to greater
understanding and
appreciation of
ourselves and our
world, no matter
how many
centuries apart
they might have
been written. 

From the state standards:

The essential question:

READ
COMPLEX

TEXTS

DRAFT,
REVISE,  &

EDIT  ESSAY

DEVELOP
UNIVERSAL

THEMES

MAKE
PERSONAL

CONNECTIONS

Unit 6: How
do I learn

more about
the human

experience by
reading

Shakespeare?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

We'll use a variety of
strategies and tools to
determine the most
credible media sources,
analyze  informational
text  for the use of bias,
fact vs. opinion, and the
quality of the  writer's
argument.  We'll also
look at the value of
spending more time
reading  about what's
happening in the world
- and students will
present articles they
find fascinating.

That now is the
time to engage
your world beyond
your bubble
(especially in an
election year). That
you stretch your
own sense  of self-
worth plus value to
your community as
you become an
informed citizen
who uses high
levels of critical
thinking on a
regular basis.

From the state standards:

The essential question:

PRESENT
WITH

MULTIMEDIA

Unit 7: How
do I cut
through

digital clutter
& become a

well-informed
citizen?

IMPROVING
DIGITAL

CITIZENSHIP

RECOGNIZE
BIAS AND
OPINION

JUDGE
QUALITY OF
PERSUASION



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

We will break up into
teams, each assigned
different sides of
current, compelling
issues  - including many
that are quite divisive.
Teams will have
several days to 
research  the issue and
prepare their case
before engaging in a
formal  parliamentary
debate. This unit will
last two weeks. 

That every issue has
at least two
compelling sides,
and one cannot 
appreciate  the
complexity without
understanding all
sides. Also, that you
have the strength to 
stand up before an
audience, argue a
well-researched
point, and counter
your opposition
with verbal power. 

From the state standards:

The essential question:

RESEARCH
AND CITE

DATA

SPEAK &
LISTEN IN

GROUPS

SUPPORT
ARGUMENT

WITH
DETAILS

ANALYZE
SOURCE

CREDIBILITY

Unit 8: How
do I use my

voice to
effectively

debate vital
issues of the

day?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

After examining and
debating critical issues,
you'll now find an issue
involving a type of
social injustice
occurring somewhere
in the world.  You  will
research, take notes,
build an outline, write a
paper and present it,
advocating for
solutions to the
injustice.

That you have a
voice, that it should
be heard, and that
it can be more
powerful than you
realize. That
advocacy is a vital
tool to shine a light
on issues both
domestic and
foreign. 

From the state standards:

The essential question:

COMPLETE
RESEARCH
PROCESS

PRE-WRITE &
WRITE ESSAY

USE PUBLIC
SPEAKING

TECHNIQUES

PEER EDIT
AND REVISE

Unit 9: How
do I take

what I have
learned to

build a voice
for social
justice?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

Working in large
teams, you will
create original
websites with a
mission theme
catered to some
type of global
concept or social
justice. You will
use free web-
creation tools,
assign roles as a
staff, and build
a site that utilizes
work already
completed plus
new, original
material.  This unit
will be affected by
our remote
learning status.  

That your voice,
when combined
with others in a
true team
environment and
published for the
world to see, can
not only make you
proud but serve as
a model for future
endeavors where
you might be
actively involved
in advocacy or in a 
business. 

From the state standards:

The essential question:

IMPROVING
DIGITAL

CITIZENSHIP

USE
MULTIMEDIA

TOOLS

SPEAKING &
LISTENING

SKILLS

REVISE  &
EDIT  WITH
PEER HELP

Unit 10: How
do I add my
talents to a
website to

create a
powerful
message?



what 
is the
plan?

what
will
you
learn?

You will reading
independently
every week,
whether from a
free-choice novel,
collections or short
stories of poetry, or
non-fiction (books
or digital articles).
You will respond to
your reading in a
weekly kidblog,
writing it in your
voice to
demonstrate what
you have learned
and how it has
impacted you.
Challenge yourself
to more complex
texts!

That a great
communicator is a
great reader. You
learn how to write
and speak by
reading the best
writers in
literature and non-
fiction. 

From the state standards:

The essential question:

All year long:
Read

independently
each week. 

EXPLORE
COMPLEX

TEXTS

UNDERSTAND
WRITER'S

TECHNIQUE

ENGAGE IN
VIBRANT

DISCUSSION

ANALYZE 
WITH

RHETORIC


